themselves. With this more mediated relationship, could social information organize spatial memory?
Structuring Social Information
The categorical processes critical to spatial cognition also appear to underlie social cognition. Like the work on spatial representation and judgment discussed previously, research has shown that social information influences memory for and judgments about social targets (for reviews, see Brewer & Feinstein, 1999; Fiske, 1998; Fiske, Lin, & Neuberg, 1999; Hamilton & Sherman, 1994; Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000) . Relevant to the present study is social categorization and stereotyping, characterized as the association of descriptive personality traits and behaviors with people on the basis of their social category membership. Social targets may be categorized on the basis of a variety of cues, including their appearance and/ or behavior. Name, skin color, hair color, clothing, and/or mannerisms may activate race, ethnicity, gender, age, and a wealth of other categories. Such categorical organization leads to category-based memory errors, including a failure to differentiate individuals within a social category (e.g., Hamilton, 1981; S. E. Taylor, 1981) . Like the earlier described spatial effects resulting from boundary groupings, social categorization affects similarity judgments within and across social groupings (e.g., Klauer & Wegener, 1998; Maddox & Gray, 2002; S. E. Taylor, Fiske, Etcoff, & Ruderman, 1978) . S. E. Taylor et al. asked participants to watch a simulated discussion between Black and White males and then recall individuating behavioral information during a surprise statement-matching task (sometimes referred to as the who-said-what task). The participants were more likely to confuse individuals in the same racial category than individuals from different racial categories. Thus, processes of social categorization influence mental representations of social groups, with consequences for memory and judgment (Fiske, 1998; Hamilton & Sherman, 1994) .
The Interaction of Spatial and Social Structures
It seems clear, perhaps even obvious, that spatial information structures spatial memory and social information similarly structures social memory. Yet, because realworld environments generally include both spatial and social information, the potential exists for these information types to interact. There is some evidence to suggest that social and spatial information do interact. A person's own racial membership and accompanying experiences influence the cognitive map of his or her own neighborhood (Ladd, 1970; Orleans, 1967) . To our knowledge, however, no published research has systematically examined whether these information types interact in memory, particularly information learned from a novel map that provides information about, but no direct experience with, unfamiliar individuals.
Specific Aims
In the present research, we tested whether both spatial and social cues influence representations of (1) the individuals associated with map locations and (2) the relative the people and objects connected to them. In the present research, we examined whether one type of nonspatial cue associated with a map-in particular, social categoriesinfluences a cognitive map's structure and, conversely, whether spatial categories affect memory for people within an environment. The overarching goal of examining the social cues available in maps is to detail the ways in which spatial memories are a function not only of the spatial features of environments, but also of the integration of nonspatial information into mental representations. In the experiments presented here, we addressed this goal by honing in on the specific influences of social cues on spatial memory. We will begin by reviewing research on the role of spatial cues in spatial cognition, followed by an examination of the role of social cues in social cognition. We then will provide hypotheses about similarities and interactions between spatial and social cues in cognitive map construction and associative memory.
Structuring Spatial Information
Several factors contribute to spatial memory's being more or less accessible and, ultimately, useful. The way an environment is learned affects the resulting cognitive map's structure (Evans & Pezdek, 1980; Leiser, Tzelgov, & Henik 1987; Perrig & Kintsch, 1985; Sholl, 1987; H. A. Taylor et al., 1999; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982) . Cognitive maps are affected by learning goals and methods (Curiel & Radvansky, 1998; H. A. Taylor et al., 1999) . In addition, people use spatial information, such as roads (McNamara et al., 1984) , artificial boundaries (McNamara, 1986) , and even landmarks grouped by color or shape (Hommel et al., 2000) , to organize their mental representations (Friedman & Montello, 2006; McNamara, Hardy, & Hirtle, 1989) . For example, Stevens and Coupe (1978) demonstrated that perceptual boundaries (e.g., state borders) promoted use of categorical knowledge; judgments about the relative location of cities relied on knowledge about the relative locations of the states containing the cities. Locations that share membership in a superordinate region are perceived to be more similar to one another and more distinct from locations not sharing such membership, regardless of their own specific characteristics (Hirtle & Jonides, 1985; Maki, 1982; McNamara, 1986; . These findings suggest that spatial-learning goals and an environment's spatial and perceptual features impact the content and structure of spatial mental representations.
But cognitive map construction incorporates more than just spatial features. Nonspatial characteristics of an environment are perceived and incorporated into one's cognitive map along with spatial features (McNamara et al., 1992; McNamara & LeSueur, 1989) . When this information has categorical structure, people cluster locations on the basis of their function (Hirtle & Jonides, 1985; Merrill & Baird, 1987) , their physical similarity (Hirtle & Kallman, 1988) , and the semantic category into which they fall (Hirtle & Mascolo, 1986) . Social information, unlike function, physical similarity, or semantic identity, is indirectly linked to locations; it has stronger associations to people associated with the locations than to the locations Hypotheses. In considering how spatial and social information may interact in memory, three broad hypotheses emerge: (1) the modularity hypothesis, (2) the interaction hypothesis, and (3) the modularity plus hypothesis. The spatial and social cognition literatures describe similar underlying processes and consequences when discussing categorical perception but only consider spatial categories as applied to spatial information and social categories as applied to social information. The following hypotheses are concerned with how category information fits with the information needed for a task in potentially interactive ways.
The modularity hypothesis suggests information specificity when categories are applied. Specifically, although both spatial and nonspatial information can be associated in memory (McNamara et al., 1992) , their organizational influences remain separate; category application is limited to appropriately relevant situations. Thus, spatial information will influence distance estimates, and social information will affect memory for associations between people and businesses; critically, social and spatial information will not interact. The modularity hypothesis predicts that accessible category information is applied only to category-relevant judgments.
In contrast, the interaction hypothesis predicts a complete interaction between the two information types. Thus, spatial information will influence both spatial and social memory; social information will also influence both social and spatial memory. According to this hypothesis, performance on both the who-works-where and the distance estimation tasks will vary as a function of the neighborhood(s) in which the locations are found and the race of the people associated with those locations. The interaction hypothesis predicts that the categories available to organize information will be used, regardless of task relevance.
A third hypothesis, the modularity plus hypothesis, like the modularity hypothesis, suggests application of the most relevant category. Thus, the who-works-where task will primarily show effects of social categories, and distances estimates will be influenced by spatial categories. The plus of this hypothesis connotes that a particular category may exert an additional influence under certain circumstances, such as when it is highly accessible or when a correlation exists between categories. This may be particularly evident in the case of social categories applied to spatial memory, since some social categories, such as race, sex, and age, tend to be used across a wide variety of contexts (Fiske & Taylor, 1991) . This hypothesis is further derived from the fact that the social category application can vary depending on context. For example, Maddox and Chase (2004) showed that application of the racial category in the who-said-what task is exaggerated in race-relevant conversations. Applying this hypothesis to the present experiments, the results should show influences of social and spatial information on the tasks to which they are, respectively, relevant, with an additional influence of one type of information (i.e., social or spatial) on the less relevant task. Simply put, category information that is salient will also influence performance on the task with less category relevance (i.e., race information will distances between map locations. We examined whether these two types of cues are salient in map learning, whether they interact to influence map representations and, if so, the nature of their interaction. This overarching goal can be broken down into two subgoals linked to the primary ways people were asked to use the learned information.
Spatial influence on social representation. One subgoal was to examine how spatial cues may affect social representations-in this case, associations between people's names and the businesses that they own or operate. The task we implemented, verifying matches between people and businesses, was adapted from the who-saidwhat paradigm in social psychology, also known as the category confusion paradigm (S. E. Taylor et al., 1978) . The who-said-what task is designed to detect influences of social categories. In our adaptation, called the who-workswhere task, participants saw a person's name and a business name and verified whether the information had been paired during learning.
This task addressed a novel question: Do neighborhood groupings affect memory for the people within an environment? On the surface, neighborhood information might seem irrelevant to the processing demands of a social-matching task. As was exemplified in our earlier tour through Boston, though, it is not uncommon to have neighborhoods defined by their dominant social makeup (e.g., the Italian North End). These neighborhood-based racial and ethnic associations build up contextually when an environment is explored; people pick up on similarities (and differences) among the people they meet within a neighborhood. We adopted this neighborhood context in our learning protocol, providing social information to participants as they "met" the people in each neighborhood. If the participants used neighborhood groupings to remember people in those locations, task performance should show an interaction between social and spatial information. Furthermore, the contextual strength of that social information may vary as a function of such factors as the racial diversity of the neighborhoods. That is, social information may exert a greater influence when neighborhood information is more predictive of the types of individuals associated with the neighborhood.
Social influence on spatial representation. For a second subgoal, distance estimation was used to examine how social information might influence spatial representations. In this task, taken from the spatial cognition literature (e.g., McNamara, 1986) , participants saw the names of two locations and estimated the distance between them. Perceptual boundaries that divide and organize neighborhoods are known to affect distance estimates (McNamara et al., 1984) , as do conceptual spatial boundaries, such as the state affiliations of cities (Maki, 1982) . The novel issue addressed here was whether social information affects distance estimates. Social information, such as race, is secondarily associated with locations; people are associated with specific locations, and races are associated with people. Again, on the basis of individuals' natural tendencies to define neighborhoods by a dominant social composition, racial information may become associated with locations and, consequently, affect distance estimates.
annotated descriptions, social category information for an individual associated with the business. In all the experiments, we assessed category influences by examining the degree to which judgments for items (people and locations) that shared category membership differed from judgments for items that did not share category membership.
influence distance estimates and/or space information will influence person-location matching).
To test these hypotheses, we conducted three experiments evaluating the influence of spatial and social categories on spatial and social representations. Participants studied maps of business locations divided into three neighborhoods. For each business, they learned, through and came from a different neighborhood than the actual person associated with the location. This design allowed us to examine not only the independent effects of racial and spatial categories, but also any possible interaction between the two category types. The distance estimation task used location-location pairs, which could be divided into four categories, completely crossing the levels of race (within and across) and neighborhood (within and across).
Demographics questionnaire. A demographics questionnaire asked the participants to indicate their age, year in college, major, and race/ethnicity.
Design and Procedure
The participants read instructions explaining that they would study a map and associated information and then complete the test tasks.
During learning, the maps were presented on a Macintosh computer running Superlab software. The participants progressed through the maps in a self-paced manner. They first saw the overview map. Next, they saw a focus map highlighting a particular location, followed by the description map for that location. The participants worked through the focus and description maps for all 36 locations twice in succession. The presentation order of the locations was the same for both learning cycles for a given participant, presented systematically through locations within a neighborhood before moving on to another neighborhood. The order of neighborhood presentation across participants was counterbalanced. At the end of the learning phase, the participants again studied the overview map. Finally, they completed the who-works-where and distance estimation tasks, in counterbalanced order.
Person-location matching. In the who-works-where task, the participants viewed various person-business pairs, centered on the screen and separated by approximately 2 in., and determined whether the person had been originally described in association with the business. If they believed so, they pressed the yes key, and if not, the no key. The task included 84 pairs. The incorrect matches were
ExPErIMEnT 1 race and neighborhoods
Throughout metropolitan areas of the United States, major roadways and landmarks separate distinct neighborhoods. In many of these neighborhoods, individuals from a variety of racial or ethnic groups make up the residents. In Experiment 1, we used a map that reflects this interaction between spatial and racial boundaries to examine the use of racial and spatial categories.
Method Participants
Thirty-six Tufts undergraduates (18 of them female, 18 male) participated for course credit. Of these students, 24 self-identified as White, 4 as African-American, 4 as Asian, 3 as Hispanic, and 1 as Middle Eastern. The participants were tested individually or in groups of up to 4.
Materials
Maps and descriptions. We designed a map depicting 36 business locations typically found in a community (e.g., a video store, a police station, a grocery; see Figure 1 ). Each location included a three-sentence description that followed a standard format. The first statement gave basic information about the business. The second presented the name and race of the male proprietor, using one of three racial category labels to activate categorical knowledge: African-American, Asian, and White. The names were selected to convey a sense of the race of the proprietor (e.g., Henry Atsumi was Asian, Rasheed Morehouse was African-American, William Miller was White). A survey conducted with a separate sample of participants showed that (1) the names used were stereotypically associated with distinct racial groups, as designed, and (2) the professions associated with locations did not, in general, have stereotypic associations with particular races (e.g., an African-American minister of a church would be a stereotypic association; the norms may be downloaded from www.psychonomic.org/archive). The last statement of the description gave additional information about the business.
The 36 locations were equally organized into three neighborhoods; major roadways perceptually separated the neighborhoods (McNamara, 1986) . Minor roadways were included to increase map realism. Of the 12 locations within a neighborhood, 4 were associated with each racial group. In other words, each neighborhood had a balanced racial composition.
The maps included an overview map and focus and description maps for each location. Focus maps highlighted individual locations while keeping the other locations visible, as if viewed through a transparent gray filter. Description maps included a text box describing the focus location (see Figure 1 and Table 1 for sample descriptions).
Test pairs. A matching task (who-works-where) and a distance estimation task assessed memory for the map and associated descriptions. The who-works-where task used person-business name pairs. Some pairs correctly matched the person to the business, whereas others reflected incorrect pairings. Correct pairings showed the name of the individual who had been described in context with the business, and incorrect pairings showed the name of a person different from the one originally described with the business. Incorrect pairings fell into one of four categories. In withinrace/within-neighborhood pairs, the person had the same race and had been associated with the same neighborhood, albeit at a different location, as the originally described person. In within-race/ across-neighborhood pairs, the person had the same race but was associated with a different neighborhood. In across-race/withinneighborhood pairs, the person had a different race but had been associated with the same neighborhood. Finally, in across-race/ across-neighborhood pairs, the listed person had a different race Hegarty, Richardson, & Waller, 2004) . Although our predictions were guided by these classic findings, differences between methodology and materials, including the scale of the environments and the learning methods, precluded the assumption that distance estimates in the present experiments would necessarily fit those findings. Category influences, either spatial or social, may be obtained for the directionality or magnitude of the distance estimation errors, or for both. The scale of the environment may lead to a general tendency to over-or underestimate (Crompton & Brown, 2006) , suggesting the importance of examining a signed measure and an absolute measure. After completing both memory tasks, the participants filled out the demographics questionnaire and were debriefed and thanked for their participation.
results
Five participants showed chance who-works-where accuracy and were eliminated from all analyses. The interpretation of our findings assumes that both spatial locations and associated information were learned. To establish this learning, we determined the who-works-where hit rate (proportion of yes responses to correct matches), which equaled .69 (see Table 2 for hit and false alarm data). A t test indicated this hit rate to be greater than chance [.50; t(29) 5 10.56, p , .001]. To ensure that this hit rate did not reflect a yes response bias, we calculated the hit rate minus the false alarm rate to see whether this differed from zero, which it did [t(29) 5 10.61, p , .001]. These evenly distributed across the pair types with 12 of each; the remaining matching trials were correct matches. The primary dependent measure was accuracy, but response time (RT) was also recorded.
Distance estimation. The participants completed the distance estimation task, using pencil and paper, with one trial per page. Trials were randomized across participants. Each page presented a location-location pair, one location above the other on the left side of the page, with a reference line denoting the farthest possible distance on the map. The participants were instructed to anchor one location at the leftmost edge of the reference line and to draw a tick mark on the line indicating the distance to the second location. The participants completed 96 distance estimates, 24 of each type. The average actual distances across pair types ranged from 63 to 80 mm.
From the participants' estimates, we calculated two dependent measures that provided different information about distance estimates: signed and absolute estimation error. Signed estimation error was computed by subtracting the participant's distance estimate from the actual distance between locations. This measure, associated with more classic demonstrations of category effects, revealed whether the participants tended to overestimate (negative values) or underestimate (positive values) distance and the degree to which they did so. However, because this signed measure averages over positive and negative values, it may underestimate the magnitude of the discrepancy between estimates and actual distances (Friedman & Montello, 2006) .
To determine the estimation error magnitude (absolute estimation error), we averaged absolute values of actual distances minus estimates. Classic category effects for distance estimation have shown overestimation across categories and underestimation within categories. However, factors such as the environment scale (room-sized layout vs. village vs. city vs. continent) have affected distance estimates (Crompton & Brown, 2006; Friedman & Montello, 2006) , as has the 
Discussion
In Experiment 1, the participants studied a map of business locations and descriptions about the businesses, inanalyses, together, suggest that the participants generally learned the person-location associations, although the associations were clearly not learned to ceiling levels.
Who-Works-Where Task
A 2 (race: within or across)  2 (neighborhood: within or across) repeated measures ANOVA showed an effect of racial information on accuracy [F(1,29) 5 41.44, MS e 5 0.04, p , .001]. As was predicted, the participants more accurately rejected incorrect across-race (M 5 .82) than incorrect within-race (M 5 .58) mismatches. No other main effects or interactions reached significance for either the accuracy or the RT data (see Tables 3 and 4 , respectively).
Distance Estimation Task
The doubly multivariate, repeated measures ANOVA showed a spatial category effect [F(2,28) Neighborhood results as the signed error data, indicating that this perceptual factor, although having some impact on distance estimates, did not contribute strongly to our findings. Another issue worth raising is related to cue accessibility. The who-works-where task showed an influence of social, but not spatial, categories. The task itself included social category cues (race-associated names) but no spatial category cues. This criticism is mitigated by the fact that neither spatial nor social category cues were present in the distance estimation task, yet both influenced distance estimates.
As was discussed earlier, racial information tends to be highly salient and chronically accessible (Fiske & Taylor, 1991) . Social information may have been made even more accessible, as compared with spatial information, through category labels and race-associated names. In contrast to this semantic presentation, spatial cues appeared in the perceptual form afforded by major roadway boundaries. Previous research has suggested that activation of spatial categories is spontaneous and does not depend on explicit cues . However, the plus influence of the racial category may have been due to the use of racial category labels. Spatial categories may demonstrate a similar plus influence on the who-works-where task with the addition of spatial category labels. In Experiment 2, we addressed the influence of spatial category labeling.
ExPErIMEnT 2 Labeled neighborhoods
In Experiment 1, perceptual boundaries defined spatial categories. Reference to racial categories was made through category labels embedded in the annotated descriptions. We selected these different methods because they have commonly been employed in the social and spatial cognition literatures to instantiate each category. Yet the differences in these affordances may have contributed to our findings. To explore this possibility, Experiment 2 included category labels for the neighborhoods.
In Experiment 2, we additionally examined how the correlation between categories might affect memory by segregating the races into largely separate neighborhoods. In many neighborhoods in U.S. cities, individuals from one racial or ethnic group make up the population majority. Accordingly, Experiment 2 used a map that reflected this real-world segregation of races to examine the use of racial and spatial categories. Correlating the two categories might boost the contextual fit, making the racial category more accessible for distance estimates.
Method Participants
Thirty-seven Tufts undergraduates (20 of them female, 17 male) participated for course credit. Of these students, 25 self-identified as White, 3 as African-American, 5 as Asian, 2 as Hispanic, and 5 as biracial or other. The participants were tested individually or in groups of up to 4.
Materials
Maps and descriptions. We used the map and description designs from Experiment 1, adding labels identifying the three neighborhoods (Stone Heights, Granite Ridge, and Rock Terrace). Neighborhood lacluding the race of the proprietor. They then verified whoworks-where and estimated distances between locations. The results showed that racial categories influenced whoworks-where performance. The participants had little difficulty rejecting incorrect matches that included a person of a race different from that of the one originally paired with the business. In contrast, whether a person came from a neighborhood that was the same as or different from that of the one originally described with the business did not affect who-works-where judgments. The participants did not seem to call to mind a business's spatial location when deciding whether a person worked there.
Spatial categories did influence distance estimates, supporting previous spatial boundary results . The participants overestimated distances to a greater extent for businesses in the same neighborhood. Interestingly, social categories also influenced distance estimates. The participants overestimated distances to a greater extent when the businesses were associated with people of the same race. However, an interaction between racial and spatial categories qualified these main effects. The effect of race was evident only when the businesses came from different neighborhoods. This interaction suggests that spatial categories primarily structured distance estimates. Racial information, perhaps because of its high salience (Fiske & Taylor, 1991) , also exerted an influence on distance judgments. In essence, social bonds functioned to mitigate the distancing effect of spatial boundaries by bringing two locations closer together, psychologically speaking. This finding fits with the results of existing work on judgments for between-and within-boundary estimations (Hirtle & Jonides, 1985; Maki, 1982; McNamara, 1986; .
Taken together, these results are most consistent with the modularity plus hypothesis. Social information affected social task performance, and spatial information affected spatial task performance, showing a match or modularity between category type and information needed for a task. The additional effect of racial category on distance estimates, particularly the interaction between racial and spatial categories, supports the plus part of this hypothesis. Racial information provided additional structure for location memory-specifically, when locations did not share a neighborhood. The finding that racial categories affected both who-works-where performance and distance estimates replicates our pilot study.
Although intriguing, the results must be interpreted in light of some anomalies. Distance estimates may have been affected by a map design factor. The map had major roads to divide neighborhoods and minor roads within neighborhoods to increase realism. Since all roads potentially create spatial boundaries (McNamara et al., 1984) , the number of intervening roads between locations may have affected distance estimates. Indeed, the correlation between signed error and the number of intervening roads was significant (r 5 .23, p , .001). To test whether this factor accounted for our distance estimation results, we ran a regression of the number of intervening roads on signed error, saving the residuals and using them as the dependent measure in the repeated measures ANOVA. This analysis showed the same racial information on accuracy [F(1,31) 5 75.01, MS e 5 0.04, p , .001]. As in the first experiment, the participants more accurately rejected incorrect across-race matches (M 5 .83), as compared with within-race matches (M 5 .51) . No other main effects or interactions reached significance for either the accuracy or the RT data (see Tables 3  and 4 , respectively).
Distance Estimation Task
The Table 5 ). Unlike in Experiment 1, the participants tended to underestimate overall. However, the pattern here replicated that found in Experiment 1 and in other research on categorical perception. The participants underestimated more within than across neighborhoods and more within than across race. In other words, withinrace locations were recalled as closer together than acrossrace locations. The race  neighborhood interaction was not significant for this measure.
Absolute estimation error. Analysis of absolute error showed the spatial category effect [F(1,32) Table 6 ). The participants had greater estimation error within than across race and within than across neighborhoods. The race  neighborhood interaction was significant [F(1,32) 5 5.41, MS e 5 11.23, p , .05; see bels were centered in each neighborhood without obstructing individual landmarks, in size 24 font (as compared with the size 12 font of the landmark labels). Of the 12 locations within a neighborhood, 8 were associated with the same racial group and 2 each of the remaining were associated with the other racial groups. Unlike in Experiment 1, the neighborhoods had a dominant racial makeup.
Test pairs. Experiment 2 again used who-works-where and distance estimation tasks to assess memory for the map and associated descriptions. These were identical to those used in Experiment 1, incorporating completely crossed designs (within or across neighborhood; within or across race).
Demographics questionnaire. The same demographics questionnaire as that in Experiment 1 was again used.
Design and Procedure
The procedure followed that used in Experiment 1. After the learning phase, the participants completed the who-works-where and distance estimation tasks, in counterbalanced order. The who-works-where task included 84 trials. The incorrect matches were evenly distributed across the pair types, with 12 of each; the remaining trials were correct matches. For the distance estimation task, the participants completed 80 trials, 20 of each type, with average actual distance ranging between 70 and 72 mm. Finally, the participants completed the demographics questionnaire, were debriefed, and were thanked for their participation.
results
Five participants showed overall chance who-workswhere accuracy and were eliminated from the analyses. The who-works-where hit rate equaled .74, a rate greater than chance [t(31) 5 12.43, p , .001] (see Table 2 ). To ensure that this hit rate did not reflect a yes response bias, we calculated the hit rate minus the false alarm rate to see whether it differed from zero, which it did [t(31) 5 11.74, p , .001]. These two analyses, together, suggest that the participants generally learned the person-location associations.
Who-Works-Where Task
A 2 (race: within or across)  2 (neighborhood: within or across) repeated measures ANOVA showed an effect of tial categories did not appear to affect category use. In addition, labeling applied to neighborhoods did not increase spatial category accessibility to the point where it also affected who-works-where performance.
Experiment 2 also provided evidence that the participants were sensitive to the correlation between categories set up in segregated neighborhoods. A main effect of racial categories on distance estimates appeared here, but not in Experiment 1, when race and neighborhood were uncorrelated. It is not surprising that people both detect and use this correlation, since humans are consummate pattern seekers (Wolford, Miller, & Gazzaniga, 2000) .
Distance estimation performance differed from that in the previous experiment in that the participants generally underestimated distances, whereas previously they Figure 3 ]. This interaction shows that the effect of racial category was significant only across neighborhoods [t(32) 5 4.03, p , .001; p . .30 within neighborhood].
Discussion
Experiment 2 again supports the modularity plus hypothesis. Racial categories alone affected who-works-where performance. Spatial categories affected distance estimates, but racial categories also influenced these estimates, specifically for across-neighborhood locations. The results suggest that the plus effect of racial category, relative to the spatial category, cannot be explained by increased accessibility due to category labeling; in this study, both spatial and racial categories had labels. Put another way, our method of labeling racial categories without a parallel labeling of spa- their political attitudes than about their racial attitudes (McCon ahay, 1986; Sears, 1988) . When asked about their racial attitudes directly, people often mask their true feelings (Sigall & Page, 1971) ; the same does not seem to be generally true for political attitudes. Although less reactive, political affiliation is still a social category that fits with spatial contexts. Spatial regions of cities (voting districts) and countries have well-known associations with particular political leanings (e.g., conservatism in the South, liberalism in the Northeast). Accordingly, we replaced racial labels in the annotated descriptions with political affiliation labels. Predictions again were based on the modularity, interaction, and modularity plus hypotheses. Although the evidence thus far had supported the modularity plus hypothesis, the use of a social category with less extreme affective associations served as a useful test of the hypothesis's generalizability.
Method Participants
Forty-two Tufts University undergraduates (31 of them female, 11 male) participated for partial course credit. Thirty participants self-identified as White, 6 as Asian, 3 as multiracial, 1 as AfricanAmerican, 1 as Hispanic, and 1 as Middle Eastern. The self-identified political affiliation breakdown showed that 18 self-identified as Democrats, 11 as Independents, 7 as Republicans, and 6 as having no affiliation. The participants were tested individually or in groups of up to 4.
Materials
Maps and descriptions. We used maps and descriptions similar to those in the previous experiments, with two changes. For the social category, we used political affiliation (Democrat, Republican, and Independent), instead of race. Second, the individuals' names were changed to be racially neutral (e.g., Rasheed Morehouse was changed to Randall Morton). As in Experiment 2, each neighborhood was dominated by a social category, with 8 of 12 locations within a neighborhood associated with the same political affiliation and 2 of the remaining 4 associated with each of the others.
Test pairs. The who-works-where task used 68 person-business pairs, divided into three types. Of these trials, half were correct matches and half were incorrect (10 within-affiliation/withinneighborhood pairs, 12 across-affiliation/within-neighborhood pairs, and 12 within-affiliation/across-neighborhood pairs). Choice of location-location pairs for the distance estimation task used all combinations of the social (within or across) and neighborhood (within or across) category definitions, equating for average actual distance across category definitions, resulting in 80 trials (20 of each type), the average actual distances of which ranged from 70 to 72 mm.
Demographics questionnaire. The demographics questionnaire used in Experiments 1 and 2 was again used, with the addition of a political affiliation question.
Design and Procedure
The design and procedure followed those described for the earlier experiments.
results
Thirteen participants showed chance accuracy on the matching task and were eliminated from the analyses. The who-works-where hit rate equaled 69% and differed significantly from chance [t(28) 5 7.966, p , .001] (see Table 2 ). To ensure that this hit rate did not reflect a yes response bias, we also calculated the hit minus false had overestimated. Although we have no definitive explanation for this difference, it is known that translations across spatial scales can be difficult and translation by using the reference line as a distance estimation scale may introduce error (Crompton & Brown, 2006) . Despite the overall change, the distance estimation pattern matched that in Experiment 1 (and the extant literature), showing that people perceived within-category locations as being closer together than across-category locations.
Overall, the results provided support for the modularity plus hypothesis. The consistent support for the influence of social information on spatial judgments, as an interaction with spatial information, is interesting and unique in the literature. The experiments to this point have focused on racial categories, which are known to be highly salient (Fiske & Taylor, 1991) . We suggest that, in the modularity plus hypothesis, many factors may contribute to category salience, potentially allowing them to take on the plus role, thus implying that not all social categories may have the same influence on spatial memory. Thus, an important issue remaining is whether the results obtained so far are particular to race or whether they might extend to other social categories typically associated with environments. In Experiment 3, we addressed this issue by examining a different and less readily accessible category associated with the groupings of people in environments: political affiliation.
ExPErIMEnT 3 Is race Special?
Is there something unique about race that promotes its application to distance estimations? Recent evidence allows some speculation about a link between racial information, affective responses, and spatial memory; racial information may elicit negative affective (e.g., Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995) and behavioral (e.g., Bargh, Chen, & Burrows, 1996) responses. In a study examining affective influences on spatial representations, Crawford and Cacioppo (2002) showed that mental representations can be structured by both affective and spatial information, particularly when the affective stimuli range from neutral to negative. Racial relations have a regrettable history of violence and subjugation in the United States. As a result, many people attempt to distance themselves from accusations of racial bias, as is evidenced by the various methods developed to implicitly measure racial bias (e.g., Fazio et al., 1995; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998; Sigall & Page, 1971 ). Thus, it is possible that strong affective sensitivity to racial information may have contributed to its influence in our experiments.
As such, we sought a less reactive social category to evaluate the generality of our results, selecting political affiliation. Although sometimes heated, political affiliations, particularly party affiliations, have no history of violence and subjugation comparable to that associated with racial discrimination. Although no research, to our knowledge, has directly compared affective responses to racial versus political affiliation information, inferences about such responses can be made from people's reactivity to these topics. People are more willing to talk about time, do not completely rule it out. The results are somewhat consistent with the modularity part of this hypothesis but fall short, in that the social category did not affect the more social who-works-where task. As compared with race, political affiliation appears to be a weaker social category, contributing little or no structure to memory. This occurred despite the fact that political affiliation has fairly common associations with maps. People, particularly after the last presidential election, have had experience with conceiving of spatial areas (e.g., states) in terms of political affiliation (or at least majority voting patterns). Who can forget the red and blue United States map on election nights, as well as the implications of the rhetoric now common in national political discussions (Indiana is a red state, Massachusetts is a blue state, etc.)? And yet, political affiliation failed to exert an influence on memory for map information.
In the introduction to this experiment, we offered the hypothesis that race and political affiliation may differ in their baseline levels of affective associations, with political affiliation being the less reactive of the two. Apart from affective associations, what other factors could explain the noninfluence of political affiliation? One possibility is that political affiliation may not have the same level of chronic accessibility that race does. Research has demonstrated that the social categories of race, gender, and age tend to be highly accessible across social contexts (Fiske & Taylor, 1991) . Age and gender show influences similar to those of race on the who-said-what task (e.g., Maddox & Chase, 2004) . These categories could well show modularity by affecting who-works-where performance yet fail to have the plus influence, due to reduced affective responses, lower reactivity, or lower salience. This is not to say that the accessibility of political affiliation (or any other social category) cannot wax and wane over time and across situations, such as during particular presidential campaign cycles or politically charged policy debates. Perhaps our efforts to make political affiliation accessible would be augmented if the present experiment were conducted in the context of a political/policy debate or during a contentious election year. Admittedly, political affiliation has less commonly known linkages with local neighborhood maps (e.g., gerrymandering). It is also possible that the use of political affiliation for processing information on a U.S. map, which reflects the more commonly understood relationship between political parties and spatial regions, would result in the increased use of political affiliation to structure map memory. These questions could be addressed in future research but will be discussed in the context of a theory of social category salience (Blanz, 1999) in the General Discussion section. Overall, Experiment 3 suggests that racial information is distinct from political affiliation in the context of map learning.
GEnErAL DIScuSSIon
Overall, the present experiments provide support for the modularity plus hypothesis. For modularity, social information influenced social task performance, whereas spatial information influenced spatial task performance. alarm rate to see whether it differed from zero, which it did [t(28) 5 7.695, p , .001]. These two analyses, together, suggest that the participants generally learned the person-business association.
Who-Works-Where Task
Analyses revealed no significant effects for either accuracy or RT measures (all ps . .10; see Tables 3 and 4 , respectively).
Distance Estimation Task
The doubly multivariate, repeated measures ANOVA showed only a spatial category effect [F(2,27) Table 5 ). The participants overestimated to a greater extent across than within neighborhoods.
Absolute estimation error. The absolute estimation error showed the spatial category effect [F(1,28) Table 6 ). The participants had greater estimation error across than within neighborhoods.
Discussion
With the change from race to political affiliation, the social category showed no influence on distance estimation or who-works-where performance. The latter occurred despite the fact that, by correlating the spatial and social categories, the deck was stacked to potentially obtain a social category effect for distance estimates. Each neighborhood had a dominant political affiliation, as was the case with race in Experiment 2. Yet, unlike in Experiment 2, the participants did not seem to use the correlation between categories. Only the spatial information affected distance estimates. Again, as in Experiment 1, the participants overestimated as a whole. This occurred to a greater extent across spatial categories than within.
The failure of the social category to influence whoworks-where performance most likely stems from the lack of social cues within the task, a change from the previous experiments. Experiments 1 and 2 used race-associated names, which then served as cues to race in the whoworks-where task. With the change to political affiliation, we changed the names to be race neutral. Creating parallel name cues for political affiliation would have been impossible, since, with a few exceptions (e.g., Bush, Clinton, Reagan), equivalent politically associated names do not exist. This suggests that the availability of cues to race at the time of judgment influenced the accessibility and use of race for the who-works-where task. The within-task cues, however, cannot completely account for racial category use, since the distance estimation task contained no cues, either social or spatial, and in our earlier experiments showed effects of race.
The results of Experiment 3 are not completely consistent with the modularity plus hypothesis but, at the same at hand. Fit, like accessibility, is a product of the individualized knowledge that perceivers possess and aspects of the judgment context. The 1st-year medical student has a knowledge base that represents the correlation between certain symptoms and diseases. The presence of those symptoms in a patient make some classes of disease better fits than are others. Similarly, an individual who holds racial stereotypes has a knowledge base that represents the perceived correlation between traits and racial groups. The presence of certain traits in the judgment context may make racial categories more plausible than other bases of categorization.
Accessibility  fit. The principles of situational accessibility and perceived fit work in concert to determine category salience. For example, faced with two competing categorizations that are each highly accessible, the one that is perceived to better fit the judgment context is more likely to be salient and subsequently applied. Of the diseases that come to the medical student's mind, the one that "wins out" is the one that best fits his or her understanding of the symptoms. Alternatively, among multiple potential categorizations that fit equally well with the judgment context, the one that is more cognitively accessible will win the salience sweepstakes. Thus, the relationship between the two is multiplicative; a concept that is not at all accessible will not become salient regardless of its fit with the judgment context (the medical student who has not yet learned about a certain disease). Similarly, even highly accessible concepts that do not fit the judgment context are unlikely to be salient (diseases whose symptoms are not present).
The accessibility  fit model has implications for the present experiments and for considering future experiments with which to explore the interaction between social and spatial categories. Race was made temporarily accessible through the introduction of racial category labels and racerelated names (Experiments 1 and 2), political affiliation through the use of category labels (Experiment 3), and neighborhood through spatial boundaries (Experiments 1-3) and category labels (Experiment 2). As we have discussed, research has demonstrated that category labels are sufficient to make social categories salient in the minds of perceivers (e.g., Hamilton, 1981; S. E. Taylor, 1981) . Similarly, physical boundaries create spatial categories, which, in turn, bias spatial judgments (e.g., Friedman & Montello, 2006; . The novel aspect of our experiments was to explore the degree to which participants believed that race and political affiliation are relevant to (perceived to fit with) the spatial organizations of people. The perceived fit might arise from, for example, knowledge of the historical and/or contemporary significance of racial segregation in housing (perceived fit), coupled with the presentation of a map that presents opportunities (accessibility) for both racial and spatial organization. Thus, although both social and spatial categories are accessible, to what extent do they fit both general map learning and specific task demands?
In terms of obvious fit, each task had a best fit with one category type; spatial categorizations fit with the task of estimating distance, and social categorizations fit with associating people with businesses (who-works-where).
Using race as the target social category, it took on a plus role, influencing distance estimates as well. Racial and spatial categories consistently interacted in distance estimation performance, wherein locations from different neighborhoods showed effects of race. This finding held true both when racial and spatial categories were correlated (i.e., racially segregated neighborhoods in Experiment 2) and when they were not (i.e., racially diverse neighborhoods in Experiment 1), although the presence of a main effect of racial category on distance estimates only when the categories were correlated suggests that people were sensitive to this relationship (Experiment 2). Our main findings also held true when neighborhoods were delineated only via major roads (Experiment 1) and when they were labeled (Experiment 2).
What might predict when a category may serve in the plus role? A recent model of social category salience (Blanz, 1999) provides a framework for considering this question. Although this theory was developed in the context of person perception, it seems generalizable to situations in which single entities (people or places) could be categorized in multiple ways and, as such, seems applicable to the present experiments.
Determinants of category Salience
In order for a categorization to influence judgments, it must be activated in the mind of a perceiver and deemed relevant for the judgment task at hand. One intriguing aspect of social categorization is the fact that most social targets can be categorized in multiple ways. On the basis of a variety of cues, a person may be categorized by race, sex, age, sexual orientation, occupation, nationality, and so forth. The present experiments also introduce multiple categorizations. With multiple potential categorizations comes a selection problem. Which category (or combinations of categories) will influence judgments? Blanz's (1999) accessibility  fit model suggests that categorization use is determined by the interaction between situational accessibility and perceived fit of the category to the situation (cf. Bruner, 1957; Oakes, 1987) .
Situational accessibility. The situational accessibility of a potential categorization is defined as the ease with which that category comes to mind. In general, the more accessible a potential categorization is, the more salient it is, and the more likely it is that it will be used. Individual differences in the chronic accessibility of a particular categorization contribute to situational accessibility. Due to immersion in their studies, 1st-year medical students are prone to see complex diseases on the basis of relatively simple symptoms. Likewise, individuals who regularly experience racial discrimination may be more likely to see race as contributing to the behavior of others. Temporary aspects of the immediate situation also make a potential categorization accessible, such as the introduction of category labels, the creation of spatial boundaries, or the manipulation of processing goals. Thus, situational accessibility depends on knowledge that an individual brings to the situation, as well as on cues present in that setting.
Perceived fit. Perceived fit is the extent to which any accessible knowledge is deemed relevant to the situation model as a predictive framework for describing performance on a variety of tasks.
Alternative Explanations and Dangling Points
Does the observed effect of social information reflect the semantic, rather than the social, nature of the category cues presented? Evidence against this perspective comes from that fact that political affiliation did not affect participants' performance on tasks involving map layouts. If this had been merely a semantic effect, the results across the two categories would have been similar. Second, overall distance estimation performance showed some anomalies and inconsistencies. These differences most likely arose on the basis of normal variability in making distance estimates and the many factors that influence them (Crompton & Brown, 2006) or variability introduced by imperfect learning of the information. Although these across-experiment differences leave "dangling effects" unexplained, we believe that the consistent interaction showing the effect of race on distance estimates only for across-neighborhood locations suggests that these anomalies are more bothersome than contradictory to our main points.
conclusion
Nonspatial information is ubiquitous, part and parcel of the exploration of environments. The present findings build on the small but growing list of studies in which the interaction between spatial and nonspatial information has been examined. Researchers have argued that the integration between these types of information may have both evolutionary and neural bases (Crawford & Cacioppo, 2002) and that their association in memory likely influences processes of comprehension (Rapp & Taylor, 2004) . Integrated knowledge is necessary to engage in everyday activities that combine spatial and social features, such as when a person chooses where to look for a good Italian restaurant, which parts of town to avoid late at night, or perhaps where to purchase a home. However, research on stereotyping has shown that the use of social information can lead to overgeneralizations, which may explain why we fail to identify a great Italian restaurant in a predominantly Jewish neighborhood or avoid a part of town with an unsavory reputation. We argue that such expectations and generalizations arise, at least partially, as a function of our integration of spatial and social information in the construction of cognitive maps.
